ASSIGNMENT *2

“Studio Spaces”

**Duration:** 2-3 weeks

**Objective:**
- Study basic fundamental of design and architectural vocabularies (form, space, and order).
- Capture the essence of complex elements into an architectural volume.
- Understand a relationship between human scale and three-dimensional spaces.

**Process:**
- Select one part from the previous 3D model (Assignment*1).
- Translate the three-dimensional elements to the architectural volume that represent/communicate the same essence/character/meaning as the original painting and the development from the previous abstract model.
- Create a 3-dimensional model of studio spaces and supported facilities (Sleeping, living, working, etc.) size is 8x8x8m. on the scale 1:50 (a human figure—scale 1:50 is required).

**Requirement:**
- Design process from previous studies
- Final drawings (Floor Plans, 2 Sections, 4 Elevations),
- Three-dimensional model
- Portfolio documenting all design processes on A3 format

**Evaluation:**
- Student’s creativity in manipulating the design elements
- Student’s understanding of the subject matter
- Craftsmanship (orderly and clean)
- Punctuation of time

Schedule:

**Week1: Feb 13th, 2018**

Process: Project/Group Announcement
Activity: Students must work on their study model in the studio (1-4pm) / Advisors guide students how to capture the essence from the previous assignment to architectural spaces (human scale, design languages, basic architectural elements, form & space, space articulation)

**Week2: Feb 20th, 2018**

Process: Architectural Space & 3D development
Activity: Students present their study models to studio advisors and develop their works in class (1-4pm) / Advisors guide students to improve their works and translate them to architectural drawings (form & functions, solid and void, basic structure, circulations, drawing techniques)

**Week3: Feb 27th, 2018**

**Final presentation (12:30pm @ Studio 8th floor)**

**Requirements:**
- Design process from previous studies
- Final drawings (Floor Plans, 2 Section, 4 Elevations) Scale 1:50,
- Three-dimensional model

**Photo Session: (date/location: To be announced)**

**Portfolio submission: Mar 20th, 2018**

**Requirements:**
- Portfolio documenting all design processes and final production works on A3 format (check out portfolio format on the AAU’s download page)